Attention IIT Aspirants now in 10th Standard in CBSE schools

Guru IIT Academy starts an Advanced Intensive Training Programme for talented students in the exclusive Advanced Critical Thinking Section with an Early Bird Offer.

Note: Guru IIT Hosur has no branches and offers its exclusive services through its unique programmes only at Sishya School, Hosur

- Scholarships offered to deserving students
- Exclusive coaching for NCERT syllabus

For details and Registration Form visit: www.sishyaschool.edu.in

For clarifications contact: +919047399921   Email: guruiitacademy432@gmail.com
GURU –IIT ACADEMY

Sishya School, Thally Road, Hosur

Admission for Academic Year 2017-18

Guru IIT Academy in collaboration with Sishya School, Hosur offers intensive coaching in preparing students for:

- **Category A:** NCERT – CBSE BOARD EXAMS through intensive coaching and continuous tests and feedback system (for both Category A and Category B students)
- **Category B:** IIT-MAINS AND ADVANCED EXAMS through its Critical Thinking Section for talented students

**IMPORTANT:**

- Admission based purely on performance in Entrance Test (please refer to schedules and updates displayed on [www.sishyaschool.edu.in](http://www.sishyaschool.edu.in))
- Admission open to students currently studying in Class 10 in CBSE affiliated schools
- Scholarships available for deserving students
- Syllabus for Entrance Tests – based on NCERT
Components of Entrance Exam:
- English: 1 hour (Reading Comprehension, Writing and Grammar) for all Groups
- Integrated Science Papers: 3 hours (Physics/ Chemistry/ Math/ Logical Reasoning/ Biology) (as per Group chosen)

PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2017-18:

🌟 Early Bird Offer:

An Exclusive Advanced Critical Thinking Section (ACTS) will be launched after the first Entrance Exam. on 6.11.16.

Selection List will be announced on 10.11.16.

Note: Free One Day Orientation to prepare students for the Entrance Exam will be provided on Nov.1st between 5 p.m. and 7.30 p.m.
ACTS Classes commence from 16\textsuperscript{th} November 2016. Classes will be held during weekends until Jan. 2017. Timings for ACTS Classes and other details of Fees will be announced after the First Entrance Exam. Regular classes will commence from April 2017.

All other students who have qualified for admission (as per list announced on 11.11.16) will begin the irregular classes from April 2017.

(Please refer Sishya School Admission Notice for details of Entrance Exam/Timings/Syllabus)

NOTE: This Early Bird Offer will not be open to students appearing for subsequent Entrance Exams to be scheduled in December-2016; January 2017 and further on.